
LOCAL RULES MAY 2016 SHERIDAN PARK GOLF CLUB                                                    

HOLE 1 – All roads including the driveway and parking lot of the NOCO 
Pavilion and Ensminger Rd (behind the green) are Out of Bounds. Ball Drop 
area west (left) of water at the footbridge. The bare ground  behind the left 
sand trap is Ground Under Repair.  
HOLE 2 - Fence to right of tee, use obstruction rule.  
HOLE 3 - Roads to right of and behind green (to be identified by white line) 
are Out of Bounds. The mound (berm) lining the right side of the rough is not 
Ground Under Repair.  
HOLE 5 - Stakes to left, edge of water, road to left is Out of Bounds. Fence 
behind green is Out of Bounds. No relief 
HOLE 6 - Fence posts on left mark Out of Bounds (NO swing relief from 
fence posts).  
HOLE 7 - Fence posts on left mark Out of Bounds (NO swing relief from 
fence posts). Water to right is lateral hazard. Berm to the right of fairway 
(approximately 280 from tee) is considered Ground Under Repair (2016)  
HOLE 8 - Road to left (marked by white line) is Out of Bounds. Ball on stones 
gets no relief.  
HOLE 9 - Stakes to right of and behind green as well as Parking Lot are Out 
of Bounds.                                                                                                   HOLE 
10 - Road and sidewalk on right is Out of Bounds. Fence south of Club House 
(enclosing golf carts) is Out of Bounds. This includes cement base of fence. 
Fences north of Clubhouse are protective - this includes the practice green. 
Protective fence behind the green gets relief.                                                                                                                          
HOLE 11 - Road on right (Sheridan Drive) is Out of Bounds. Fence behind 
green is protective. Road behind green is Out of Bounds. Heavy grasses to the 
left of fairway and rough are considered a lateral hazard. Drop nearest point 
of entry. Ball located on grass rear of green between fence and street (East 
Park Dr.) is considered in bounds and player may take 2 club relief inside 
fence no nearer to hole.  
HOLE 12 - Hole #12 will be lined entirely in YELLOW (Water Hazard). Ball 
in water regardless of entry point should be played from Drop Zone (see 
below) or re-tee. Drop area for balls landing in the water hazard off tee shot 
(whether directly in water or off a tree that is within the hazard) located on 
other side of the water should be played in designated Drop Zone at the end of 



the cart path on other side of the water. A ball that lands on the other side of 
the water but rolls back into the water must be played either from the water 
or from designated Drop Zone.                                                                                                               
HOLE 13 - Road behind green is Out of Bounds. Fence behind green is 
protective.  
HOLE 14 - Hole will be lined all RED (Lateral Water Hazard). This includes 
the entire work area (Maintenance Bldg.) which will no longer be considered 
out of bounds. Cement bags  lining water hazard are part of the hazard. This 
is a lateral water hazard the entire length of the hole.  A Drop Zone adjacent 
to Foot Bridge should be utilized in the interest of pace of play. Any ball 
resting on any part of Red Line must be played as in hazard (no grounding of 
club).                                                                                                                                                                             
Ball in Water: If all members concur that ball has crossed the hazard on the 
left side of the water and has then bounced or rolled into water, player may 
drop at nearest point of entry and take relief with one stroke penalty to be 
assessed. Player is entitled to relief even if he cannot identify his ball in water. 
Again, all players must agree. A ball coming to rest against fence which 
encloses maintenance building or against foundation of maintenance building 
does not get relief and must be played as it lies or as an unplayable. Ball 
coming to rest inside or against fence protecting weather station gets one club 
relief no closer to the hole. Fence to right of the green is protective. Roads 
right of and behind green are Out of Bounds. 
HOLE 16 - Fence to left is Out of Bounds. Road behind green is Out of 
Bounds. Guard rail behind green is an obstruction. Drop area located on tee 
side of the bridge for ball assumed lost in trees to the left.  
HOLE 17 - Roads on left and behind green are Out of Bounds. Staked area 
from road to creek is Out of Bounds. Water from tee to Grass Bridge/Out of 
Bounds Stakes is LATERAL hazard. Fence to left of fairway and the green is 
protective. Bare ground behind green is Ground Under Repair. On a tee ball 
hit to the left, unless player can see his ball from the tee he should assume it 
lost and hit provisional ball. The area of the creek between the out of bounds 
stakes will be considered Out of Bounds.                                                                                                                                                                                 
HOLE 18 - Fence behind the green is protective.                                                                                                                      
Local Rules revised 5/6/16                                                                                           
SPGC Rules and Greens Committee: J. Mohan, B. Lindner, J. Gugino Sr., J. Benson 



                                                                                                                                
                                                        


